Abstract: The paper presents a new efficient algorithm for the state encoding of finite-state machines which minimises the area of the combinational logic. The encoding problem is modelled as a construction of a hypercube, where the encoding of each state is given by the co-ordinate of the corresponding vertex of the D-dimensional Boolean hypercube and D is rlog,(number of states)]. The proposed state encoding scheme consists of computing the encoding affinities between states and placing states with strong encoding affinities closely in the hypercube. The algorithms are implemented as a program called SECH. Experimental results show that SECH yields more than 20% better results than NOVA in a comparable CPU time, and about 10% better results than NOVA in about 1/200 of CPU time.
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Introduction
The state encoding problem has been the subject of extensive theoretical research. Armstrong [l] was the first who formulated the encoding problem as a graph embedding problem. Villa [Z] enhanced the graph embedding technique by ordered face hypercube embedding method. His program (NOVA) works well for small finite state machine (FSM) examples, but as the number of states of the FSM increases the exclusive relations between the input constraints [3] and the output constraints [3] prohibit satisfaction of both constraints. The CPU time of NOVA to find the state codes increases enormously as the number of states of FSM increases because it resorts to a branch-and-bound algorithm. We propose a technique to represent the adjacency relations quantitatively between states of the FSM and name it an encoding affinity. Instead of relying on the time consuming process of output constraints satisfaction, we propose heuristics that reflect the output constraint. The graph embedding problem is modelled as a construction of a hypercube. In this process we attempt to put the states with high encoding affinities closely. We make the ithdimensional hypercube by merging two (i -1)th-dimensional hypercubes, so the D-bit codes of the states can be constructed by only D-times merging steps. As a result our algorithm generates the codes of states very efficiently even for very large FSM examples. Recently, a fast dichotomy based constrained encoding algorithm, ENCORE [12] has been presented; however, its performance is inferior to our algorithm.
The optimum state encoding problem is to find the encoding which yields a PLA implementation of minimum area. The PLA area is proportional to the product of the number of rows (product terms) and the number of columns. The number of encoding bits determines the number of PLA columns. Each additional bit for the state encoding requires three more PLA columns. The number of encoding bits therefore affects the area of the combinational logic more heavily than the number of product terms. Our experiments show that the statement is true with all the MCNC benchmark examples. Furthermore, more encoding bits require additional memory elements in the implementation. Hence we only consider the state encoding problem with the minimum number of encoding bits.
Encoding affinities between states
Input constraint encoding affinities
Assume the number of symbolic states of a FSM is n and given by S = { S o , S , , S , , . . . , S,-,}. One can obtain the input constraint set IC = {ice, ic,, ..., i q -, } after multiple-valued minimisation [4] of the FSM, where ici is n-valued ,variable. The cardinality of an input constraint is the number of '1's in the corresponding input constraint. Some input constraint may occur multiple times in the minimised multiple-valued FSM. The multiplicity vector of the input constraint set IC is given as M,, = Based on these input constraints, we can make a complete encoding affinity graph G(V, E, "(E)) that will be embedded in a D-dimensional hypercube, where D is [log, nl. V, V = { u o , U , , . . . , U , , . . . , u N -, } where N is 2D, is the set of nodes of the graph G. Each u i , i d n -1 corresponds to the state Si of FSM. ujs, j 3 n, are not mapped to any state of the FSM and are called don't care nodes corresponding to the don't care states of the FSM. E = {eo,,, eo,, . . . , e ( N -Z ) ( N -,)} is the set of edges. The edge weight W E ) = {weal, w , ,~, ..., W . ,~-~) (~-, J is the encoding affinity that represents the quantitative merit obtained by placing states adjacently in the hypercube.
The input constraints in IC are converted to N-valued variable by adding additional (N -n) zeros to each input constraint, and these N-valued input constraints are called extended input constraints. There may exist some input constraints that cannot be satisfied by any means in a D-dimensional hypercube (or D-bit encoding). They are called infeasible input constraints. The input constraint whose cardinality is not power of two cannot be satisfied, and is called a face-infeasible input constraint. If the cardinality of an input constraint is more than N/2, it cannot be satisfied with a D-dimensional hypercube, and is called cardinality-infeasible input constraints.
In the conversion process of the input constraints to extended ones, the face-infeasible input constraints are made feasible by including some don't care states to make their cardinality a power of two. Note that a don't care node in the graph can be used as a don't care state to make face-infeasible input constraints into feasible ones more than once [2] .
The edge weight of the encoding affinity graph is calculated by the following equation: where soi,,(set of index) = {m I ic, contains both Si and S j } Micm = multiplicity of ic, as defined earlier
Here the value of I is empirically determined. Since this encoding affinity reflects only the input constraints, we named it an input constraint encoding affinity (ICA). 
, (11011100)} The face-infeasible input constraint ic, is converted to a feasible one ic; by adding one don't care state.
Both state So and state S, appear in ic, , ic, and ic,.
Note that ic, is a cardinality-infeasible input constraint. The encoding affinity between So and S, is calculated as
The encoding affinity graph G is obtained as shown in Fig. 1 the product terms was presented. Generally, the satisfaction of output constraints does not reduce the product terms of FSM as much as the satisfaction of input con- Fig. 1 Encoding afinity graph ofexample I straints does. Furthermore, it is very time consuming to extract the output constraints through the symbolic minimisation. We have observed that in most MCNC benchmark examples it takes more time to extract the output constraints than to encode the states using our algorithm.
In the approach of the ICA only the input constraints are considered for the satisfaction. In general, obtaining the encoding affinity only by the input constraints results in many tie-valued encoding affinities. Other kinds of encoding affinities are required that will reflect the output constraints as much as possible.
In the following, two heuristic methods of exploring the similarity between the inputs and between the outputs are described along with examples. . .
In the example we have shown a part of a state transition table. If the code of S, covers S, and S , bitwise, and the code of S, is bitwise OR of the codes of S, and S,, the first three rows of (1, 2, 3) can be merged into the two rows of (5, 6). In other words, with the covering relations and the disjunctive relations between S, , S, and S, , the three rows of the state transition table can be reduced to the two rows. Rows (l), (2), and (3) have similar input patterns. In general, two different next states with inputs of large Hamming distance needs many don't care inputs (primary inputs and present states) in order to merge them into one prodbct term, even though they already have the covering relation between the next states. The rows of (1) and (4), the rows of (2) and (4), and the rows of (3) and (4) may not be merged into one product term even with the appropriate covering relations, because they have completely different input parts, and the other product terms not shown will prohibit the merge. In our hypercube construction algorithm described in the next Section, we do not try to satisfy the output constraints because we do not specify the absolute positions of the states during the hypercube construction process. Instead we try to put the states with similar input patterns closely by giving some encoding affinity between the next states.
As a result, we can increase the probability of satisfying the output constraints. We calculated quantitatively this similarity of inputs and denoted it an input-oriented encoding aflnity (IOA). The idea of exploiting the input similarity and output similarity from the state transition table has already been presented in MUSTANG [7] . Note, however, that the goal was to maximise the number of common cubes and the size of the common cubes for the multilevel FSM implementation. For detailed algorithms to obtain the IOA and OOA, see Reference 7. Now, we have extracted three different kinds of encoding affinity, ICA, IOA and OOA. We sum all three kinds of encoding affinity with appropriate weighting factors that are optionally given. The IOA and OOA do not contribute as much as the ICA in reducing the number of product terms. Giving a higher weighting factor to the ICA therefore generally yields better results.
3
Hypercube construction process
The state encoding problem of FSM with the minimum encoding bits can be modelled as mapping each node of the encoding affinity graph of the FSM to each vertex of a D-dimensional hypercube, where D is the minimum encoding bits. The Boolean co-ordinate of a vertex of the hypercube represents the actual code of the corresponding state.
This graph embedding process begins with regarding each node in the graph as a zero-dimensional hypercube. When there are 2D nodes in the graph we say that there are 2D zero-dimensional hypercubes. Among the zerodimensional hypercubes select two hypercubes and merge them to make a one-dimensional hypercube. Continue the selection and merging process until there are no more zero-dimensional hypercubes. When there are only 2D-one-dimensional hypercubes the same selection and merging process is started, making 2D-two-dimensional hypercubes. This process is iterated until a one Ddimensional hypercube is obtained, as illustrated in , 1 (C,,, C,,) , c l d and c,,,, The pair with the maximum pair gain is selected to form 0 else a higher dimensional hypercube. 6 , = {
Hypercube merging process
In the selection and merging process the Boolean coordinate of a hypercube vertex is assigned to the corresponding state as a temporary code of the state. For example, the temporary codes of the states in cube (Co2 ; S , , S , , S o , SI) shown in Fig. 3 are given by (00, 01, 10, 11). With these temporary codes, we can define the Hamming distance matrix of the hypercube. The proof can be found in Reference 8. By the preceding properties and theorem we calculate the configuration gain by fixing one of the hypercubes of the pair and reconfiguring the other hypercube according to the bit phase vector and the bit permute vector. As a result, all possible configurations are systematically searched to find the configuration that gives the maximum configuration gain. This maximum configuration gain is the pair gain of the new generated pair. Among the set of all possible pairs, we select the pair with the maximum pair gain and merge them to generate a higher dimensional hypercube.
The pseudocode of the selection and merging process for the construction of a D-dimensional hypercube is given in Fig. 4. 
Rotation and time complexity
The construction of the D-dimensional hypercube determines only the relative positions of the states in the hypercube. The absolute positions of the states are fixed after the rotation of the hypercube. The rotation is performed by applying the bit phase vector B, because it determines the origin state. This rotation operation can reduce the product terms by the chance satisfaction of the output constraints. All the 2, rotations are tried and the best position that gives the minimum product terms is selected. 
selection-and-merging
Pseudocode ofselection and merging process
The overall time to encode the state with the minimum encoding bit D is given the following equation:
where N p i is the number of pairs in the stage of ith dimensional hypercubes selection and merging, Nci is the number of possible configurations for a gwen pair of ith dimensional hypercubes, N , is the number of possible rotations of a D-dimensional hypercube ( D is N is 2D. The order is of the (log, N ) D algorithm.
4
Experimental results and conclusion
Our state encoding algorithm is implemented as a computer program called SECH (state encoding by construction of hypercube). In Table 1 Table 1 is obtained with the option '-e ig -r' which runs faster than any other options, and the second and the third column are obtained with the options '-e ih -r' and '-e ioh -r' which give better results. The huge amount of CPU time with the '-e ioh' option of the NOVA is because it requires very much time to extract the output constraints of the next states in the FSM. SECH runs more than ten times faster than NOVA with the option '-e ih'. The great difference in CPU time comes from the fact that SECH searches the codes in a one-way-through approach while NOVA searches the codes in a back-tracking way. The PLA area obtained using the codes generated by NOVA with the option '-e ig -r' are on the average 26% more than those obtained using the codes generated by SECH, while the CPU time is nearly the same. The areas obtained by NOVA with the option '-e ioh -r' is also on the average, 10% more than those obtained by SECH, while the total CPU time of SECH is about 1/200 of that of NOVA with the option '-e ioh 4. For the comparison Table 2 . Interestingly, the hypercube rotation to fix the positions of states in a hypercube does not occupy much of the total encoding time in NOVA.
In Table 3 , we report the number of literals in factored form for randomly selected 21 MCNC benchmark examples to compare the performance of SECH in the multilevel application. The minimum bit encoding is assumed here, too. We have compared the multilevel results with MUSTANG [7] , NOVA, JEDI [9] and MUSE [lo] using the standard Boolean optimisation script in the multilevel logic synthesis system MIS-I1 [Ill. Even though SECH tries to satisfy the input constraints with the help of IOA and OOA, its performance is better than the multilevel targeted programs, MUSTANG and JEDI and is comparable to MUSE. The CPU time is much less than that of JEDI and MUSE.
Much better results could have been reported in Tables 1 and 2 if we are allowed to control the weighting factors of encoding affinities for each of the MCNC benchmark examples. Hence it is desirable to devise an automatic mechanism adjusting the weighting factors depending on the problem data. It is also under investigation to reduce the number of literals in the multilevel FSM implementation by reflecting the multilevel logic properties to the encoding affinities.
For most examples SECH runs very fast and gives good results compared to other previously presented programs. The proposed graph embedding algorithm can be applied to any other state encoding method when the method is based on the measure of affinity between states.
